Abstract. This paper presents results from the development and evaluation of a deductive verification benchmark consisting of unmodified Linux kernel library functions implementing conventional memory and string operations. The formal contract of the functions was extracted from their source code and was represented in the form of preconditions and postconditions. The correctness of functions was completely proved using AstraVer toolset, although success for functions was achieved using new specification language constructs. Another functions were proved after a minor modification of their source code, while the final one cannot be completely proved using the existing memory model. The benchmark can be used for the testing and evaluation of deductive verification tools and as a starting point for verifying other parts of the Linux kernel.
Introduction
Deductive verification is one of the most rigorous techniques to ensure software satisfies its requirements. In spite of significant advances in tool support, it still requires deep user involvement in the verification process to provide manual guidance (e. g., to specify the contract of each function and to identify loop invariants). As a result deductive verification is used mainly to analyze the most critical pieces of software.
Under such conditions, it is more cost-effective to rewrite code to make it easier to verify than to implement support for all the complex corner cases in the semantics of the target programming platform, most notably in low-level platforms based on C which lack well-defined semantics for many cases widely used in practice.
Nevertheless, there are situations where changing the code under verification is undesirable or even impossible. For example, components to be integrated into a predefined framework have to follow the coding style, interfaces and data structures of that framework. We have met such limitations with Linux kernel modules where a lot of implementation details are imposed by Linux kernel core infrastructure.
One of the well-established approaches to specifying the behavioral contract of functions written in C is ANSI/ISO C Specification Language ( Because existing plugins were not able to correctly handle many constructs widely used in the Linux kernel (e. g., container_of, pointer type reinterpretation between integer types of different size), we started developing a new deductive verification AstraVer plugin based on Jessie. We implemented and proposed many improvements for the toolchain, including a new memory model [ ], but there is no representative benchmark to evaluate the progress. The primary purpose of this work is to fill this gap.
Following previous efforts [ , ] , we have chosen for the first step Linux kernel library functions implementing conventional memory and string operations. The benchmark built from such functions helped us to detect a number of local tool issues and several fundamental problems discussed below.
The main contributions of the paper include: -a benchmark of unmodified Linux kernel library functions extended with annotations formalizing their contracts in the form of preconditions and postconditions [ ]; -a new approach to annotate modulo arithmetic operations on values of integral C types; -evaluation of AstraVer deductive verification toolchain on the benchmark.
The paper is organized as follows. Section discusses similar efforts aimed at the specification and deductive verification of C library functions. Section provides background on ACSL basic concepts. Section presents improvements in the toolchain made during the development of the benchmark. Sections describes specification techniques designed and applied for specification of library functions. Section defines a set of open problems. Section presents the evaluation of the solvers. Section summarizes the results of the work.
Related Work
Since the deductive verification tools, WP and Jessie are mature enough there are many examples where these tools were applied for verification of real-life software. In [ ] string functions from OpenBSD were examined, using Jessie as a deductive verification plug-in. The correctness of functions was fully proved (all verification conditions, or VCs, were successfully discharged). For the other functions, some VCs were left unproved. The author did three iterations on the development of a specification contract for each function. First, one was developed based on the standard and the author's experience. The second one was developed based on informal documentation (man pages) exclusively. The final one was written based on the implementation (source code) and the man pages. The final revision in most cases has significant differences from previous versions. Thus it shows that it is difficult to develop a formal specification in ACSL language for already developed source code without taking the implementation into account. However, such an iterative approach allowed the author to find inaccuracies in the documentation for several functions, and a lack of documentation completeness in many cases.
To prove some functions, the author changed the source code. Changes were performed in two specific situations. In the first case char * type in strcmp and strncmp functions were cast to unsigned char *. In the second case, the unsigned loop iterator in strlcat underflowed at the last iteration step due to the postfix decrement. The loop termination, in this case, occurs when the variable equals zero, but after comparison, the value of the variable is still decreasing by one. This results in the unsigned integer underflow (which is not an undefined behavior). However, the unsigned underflow does not lead to an error in the code: after the loop, the variable is not used anywhere. But in this situation, it is not possible to prove the VC demanding the absence of an integer overflow (more generally, over-or underflow). The VC is necessary due to the use of the defensive integer model (see section Section . ) when the bounded integers are modeled using mathematical unbounded integers assuming the absence of integer overflows. To prove the VCs, Alt-Ergo ( . . ), Simplify ( . . ) and Z ( . ) solvers were used.
In [ ] authors used Frama-C with the WP deductive verification plugin to verify the functions of the klibc library. The authors were able to fully prove string functions. For functions some VCs were not discharged. Four more functions failed to analyze due to errors in the verification tools. In addition to the string functions (from string.h), functions from the stdio.h were also analyzed. As noted by the authors, almost all functions from this header file use system calls, which in most cases results in a weak specification. To overcome the limitations of the verification tools and to simplify the generated VCs the authors made changes to the source code.
The authors analyzed in advance the problems with type casts modeling (for example, unsigned char * to char *) and modified the code to exclude such operations. The authors also faced the code pattern with the postfix decrement in a while loop. To prove the VCs, Alt-Ergo ( . . ), CVC ( . . ) and Z ( . . ) solvers were used. 
ACSL
ACSL is designed to be suitable for specifying safety properties of C programs, including contract specifications (pre-and postconditions) and assertions with arbitrary predicates on one or several memory states. The language also supports the specification of function frame conditions, axiomatic theories and additional annotations required by particular verification tools to check the specified properties (examples of additional specifications are loop invariants and pragmas). ACSL includes specification constructs for expressing C-specific attributes related to explicit low-level memory management such as start addresses and lengths of allocated memory blocks, pointers with support for arbitrary pointer type conversions and accessibility predicates for read-only and read-write access.
/ * @ r e q u i r e s v a l i d _ s t r n ( s , count ) ; a s s i g n s \ n o t h i n g ; b e h a v i o r e x i s t s : assumes ∃ c h a r * p ; s≤p<s+s t r n l e n ( s , count ) ∧ * p ≡ ( c h a r %)c ; e n s u r e s s ≤ \ r e s u l t ≤ s+s t r n l e n ( s , count ) ; e n s u r e s * \ r e s u l t ≡ ( c h a r %) c ; e n s u r e s ∀ c h a r * p ; s ≤ p < \ r e s u l t ⇒ * p ̸ ≡ ( c h a r %)c ; b e h a v i o r n o t _ e x i s t s : assumes ∀ c h a r * p ; s ≤ p < s+s t r n l e n ( s , count ) ⇒ * p ̸ ≡ ( c h a r %)c ; e n s u r e s \ r e s u l t ≡ \ n u l l ; c o m p l e t e b e h a v i o r s ; d i s j o i n t b e h a v i o r s ; * / c h a r * s t r n c h r ( c o n s t c h a r * s , s i z e _ t count , i n t c ) { //@ g h o s t c h a r * o s = s ; //@ g h o s t s i z e _ t ocount = count ; / * @ l o o p i n v a r i a n t ≤ count ≤ ocount ; l o o p i n v a r i a n t o s ≤ s ≤ o s+s t r n l e n ( os , ocount ) ; l o o p i n v a r i a n t s−o s ≡ ocount−count ; l o o p i n v a r i a n t v a l i d _ s t r n ( s , count ) ; l o o p i n v a r i a n t s t r n l e n ( os , ocount ) ≡ s−o s+s t r n l e n ( s , count ) ; l o o p i n v a r i a n t ∀ c h a r * p ; o s ≤ p < s ⇒ * p ̸ ≡ ( c h a r %) c ; l o o p v a r i a n t count ; * / f o r ( ; count−−/ * @% * / && * s != ' \ ' ; ++s ) i f ( * s == ( c h a r ) / * @% * / c ) r e t u r n ( c h a r * ) s ; r e t u r n NULL; } Listing . from Linux . , lib/string.c Let's consider an example of a simple C function with an appropriate ACSL specification. Listing presents one of the implementations for function strnchr from the Linux kernel. The function searches for the first occurrence of character c in a string s of length bounded by the parameter cnt. The precondition in line requires the string s to address a valid memory area of length min(strlen(s), cnt) + . strnchr is a pure function, the absence of effects on memory state is specified in line . The further specification is split into two cases: The first one when the string includes the searched character and the second one when it does not. ACSL includes a special construct for such composite specifications, which is called behaviors. In ACSL behaviors are not treated as syntactic sugar (unlike, e. g., JML), but fully integrated into the language such that nearly all specification constructs both in contracts and in function bodies are attributed to one or several behaviors and thus different behaviors of a function are intended to be checked separately. To verify the function strnchr against its contract specification with a deductive verification tool, the loop invariant and a ranking function (loop variant) are specified in lines -.
The implementation of strnchr contains an intentional type cast (char)c in line and a postfix decrement of a loop iterator count in line . In both of those cases, the corresponding operation (type cast or decrement) discards some parts of the bitwise representation of the argument (higher bits of the int value and the sign bit correspondingly), which corresponds to the intention of the programmer. To distinguish those intentionally overflowing operations, whose semantics is described in terms of bitwise interpretation of bounded integers, we introduced a special annotation construct /*@%*/.
Region separation in Jessie
Since there are two deductive verification plugins for the Frama-C platform, we had to make a choice between Jessie and WP. While there may be many arguments for choosing a more up-to-date and actively maintained WP plugin, which, among others, has capabilities for bitwise modelling of in-memory data representation and support for interactive proofs, here we emphasize that our initial justification for choosing Jessie over WP was due to its more flexible architecture that enabled easier experimentation with custom ACSL extensions (including the composite integer model described in section Section . ) and also its support for region-based modelling of the heap.
In particular, the heap in Jessie is separated into disjoint regions according to the results of a preliminary conservative static analysis presented in [ ]. While the separation analysis is coarse (so that its soundness is easy to establish), it is still useful in many cases arising during verification of imperative code. For example, consider the following loop invariant: / * @ l o o p i n v a r i a n t \ a t ( s r c , Pre ) ≤ s r c ≤ \ a t ( s r c , Pre)+ s t r l e n ( \ a t ( s r c , Pre ) ) ; l o o p i n v a r i a n t \ a t ( d e s t , Pre ) ≤ d e s t ≤ \ a t ( d e s t , Pre)+ s t r l e n ( \ a t ( s r c , Pre ) ) ; / / . . . * / w h i l e ( ( * d e s t++ = * s r c ++) != ' \ ' ) ;
Listing . from Linux . , lib/string.c
Here, in general, proof of the fact that strlen{LoopCurrent}(\at(src, Pre)) == strlen{Here}(\at(src, Pre)) holds at the end of every iteration requires inductive reasoning since the definition of strlen is recursive and the side effect of the assignment *dest++ = *src++ can generally interfere with the memory footprint of the function strlen. But the static separation analysis implemented in Jessie assigns disjoint memory regions to the pointers dest and src and so both applications of strlen to src before and after the loop iteration are encoded using a heap variable separate from that of dst and therefore literally coincide. So in Jessie the non-interference trivially holds and does not require any additional proof effort. In general, the separation analysis is imprecise and may require explicit weakening, e. g., if the surrounding function can be called in context with more aliasing (e. g., when src may intersect with dest), but it can still considerably simplify the verification by eliminating the need in inductive framing lemmas.
Limitations of the current implementation
.
Jessie byte-level block memory model
There are a number of ways to logically represent pointers and memory blocks in the generated VCs. Jessie implements the byte-level block memory model [ ], where pointers are logically represented as pairs of the form ( , ) and memory blocks are represented as triples of the form ( , , ). Here is a label uniquely identifying a memory block, is the offset of the pointer from the starting address of the block , and is the size of the block. The introduction of unique block labels allows us to ensure that no memory access occurs beyond the bounds of the pointed memory block even if the corresponding memory area is also allocated. Although such access cannot break segmentation checks, it is forbidden by C standard [ ] (subsection . . , paragraph classifies out-of-bounds pointers, except for pointers to the one past the last element of an array, as undefined). As explained in [ ] describing the design choices behind the Jessie tool, byte-level block memory model in principle allows us to express common but non-standard C code fragments, such an implementation of the function memmove, while retaining the ability to detect use-after-free memory safety errors and potential pointer overflows.
The actual implementation of the memory model in the tool, however, diverges from its simple theoretical description in several ways and imposes a number of additional restrictions on the supported subset of C.
First, pointers are implemented in the corresponding Jessie theory (in WhyML) as values of an abstract type pointer with four corresponding abstract operations:
sub_pointer : pointer × pointer → int, shift : pointer × int → pointer, same_block : pointer × pointer → bool, and address : pointer → int.
Block sizes are represented implicitly by so-called allocation tables, mutable values of an abstract type with two axiomatically defined functions offset_min : alloc_table × pointer → int and offset_max : alloc_table × pointer → int. The functions represent the minimal and maximal allowed offset of a pointer in its corresponding allocated memory block i. e., for a pointer = ( , ) and its corresponding memory block ( , , ) which has size in the state represented by allocation table , offset_min( , ) = − , offset_max( , ) = − − 1. Thus a pointer can be safely dereferenced iff 0 ≤ ≤ − 1 i. e., offset_min( , ) ≤ 0 ∧ offset_max( , ) ≥ 0. We denote this condition as valid( , ). There is no direct representation for block labels ( ) or starting addresses ( ) of the memory blocks. The VCs generated for dynamic memory allocations and deallocations (function calls to kmalloc and kfree are treated specially in Jessie ) involve only allocation tables and functions sub_pointer, shift and same_block. This makes the corresponding axiomatization inherently incomplete. In particular, the function address is not only left entirely uninterpreted in the current implementation, but cannot be even theoretically given a complete axiomatization. Consider the following property of this function: two valid pointers from different blocks cannot have the same address. It cannot be expressed as a logical proposition using the current Jessie theory since this would involve bounded existential quantification over all possible reachable states of the corresponding allocation table:
Since the problem of inferring an explicit representation of the predicate Reachable( ) is undecidable, the tool should implement an implicit encoding of the pointer address properties at every allocation point:
* points to the start of a freshly allocated memory block of size × sizeof (* * ) and is the state of the allocation table just before the allocation. The unavailability of a precise formalization for the function address prevents the generation of the appropriate VCs for potential pointer overflows and a more flexible formalization of pointer comparison and difference operations (allowing the verifation of functions such as memmove).
Moreover, the pointer offset and difference, as formalized by the functions shift and sub_pointer, are measured in units equal to the sizes of the addressed values, according to the pointer indexing semantics of C, rather than in bytes or words. In particular, an expression p + , where p has type int *, is translated roughly as +1 rather than as + , where is the size of the integer type (usually equal to ). Such translation immediately prevents many common combinations of pointer casts and arithmetic, including the uses of the container_of macro. To
The special treatment is necessary because Jessie does not support arbitrary pointer type casts, in particular, reinterpretation casts such as char *→int*, so the return type of memory allocating functions should be specialized at each call site, which can not be directly expressed in ACSL.
see this, it is enough to consider two pointers: p + and ((char *)p) + , where has type int * and points to the beginning of an allocated memory block. In the byte-level block memory model with size-proportional offsets, these pointers would have the same representation ( , 1), while their actual addresses cannot be equal (they should differ at least by , usually by ). This contradicts the functional consistency of the function address. To circumvent this contradiction (and for other reasons, see [ , ] ) current Jessie implementation makes use of two separate techniques. First, it introduces tag tables tracking the precise dynamic types of the objects in the allocated memory. These tag tables allow us to introduce the necessary checks for pointer shift operations in the generated safety VCs (more on this in [ , ] ). Second, it implements a number of normalizing code transformations that rewrite nested structures and addressed fields of simple types into pointers to separately allocated structures or values of the corresponding type (the transformations are described in [ ]). This allows us to express the addresses of nested objects in the Jessie memory model. However, a combination of these two approaches results in a number of significant restrictions. In particular, unions containing nested structures as their members cannot be soundly represented by the model. This is because that it is impossible to approximate statically whether a pointer to a structure obtained, say, as a function parameter is actually a pointer to a structure nested in some union and so writing to a field of this structure should be translated into a strong coercion [ ] of the corresponding outer union possibly invalidating other representations of the underlying memory and updating the tag table.
To address these and some other limitations of the current Jessie memory model, a new model was proposed in [ ]. This model, though, suggests simple byte-level modeling of pointers. Since we usually assume an arbitrary memory allocation strategy, this should not lead to missed C standard violations due to the dereferencing of valid pointers in different memory blocks in practice. This is because usually in such cases at least one of the possible arbitrary allocation strategies leads to the dereference of an invalid pointer and thus it is impossible to spuriously prove that such a dereference is safe. However, the memory model suggested in [ ] is not yet implemented in the tool. So in this study, we used the current implementation of the Jessie memory model as-is.
The only change we made to the tool concerns the translation of pointer inequalities. Since the current implementation does not provide enough support for arbitrary pointer comparisons, we restricted pointer inequalities to support only pointers in the same memory block by generating the corresponding VCs and changing the translation of the corresponding predicates of the form 1 ♦ 2 into sub_pointer( 1 , 2 ) ♦ 0 ∧ same_block( 1 , 2 ) (here ♦ ∈ {>, <, =, ≤, ≥, ̸ =}). This made many specifications slightly shorter as the pervasive condition same_block( 1 , 2 ) was made implicit.
Jessie integer models, composite integer model and modulo arithmetic annotations
Jessie originally implements three logical models for machine integer types of different size and signedness. The simplest model called math (or unbounded) unconditionally encodes values of all integer types as mathematical integers. It does not support overflow checks and does not model the wrap-around behavior of machine integers. It in principle allows the modelling of some bitwise operations on unbounded integers with an appropriate axiomatization, but in practice such modeling is usually very inefficient. Another, most commonly used integer model is called defensive (or bounded) and differs from the math model in two ways:
-for integer operations in code it generates appropriate VCs preventing arithmetic overflows; -bounded integral types in logic (i. e., in specifications) are modeled by abstract types with special injection/projection functions (e. g., int _of_integer / integer_of_int ), thus only allowing the injection of values fitting the destination type. The defensive model is simple and efficient and is suitable for most cases except when precise modeling of machine arithmetic or bitwise operations is needed. For these purposes Jessie implements modulo integer model, which precisely models values of integral types as bitvectors.
Unfortunately, the integer model in Jessie can only be chosen once for the entire program analyzed using the corresponding pragma. In practice, however, it is desirable to be able to choose the appropriate integer model on a very fine-grained basis, down to every arithmetic operation. Consider the following example: i n t s t r n c a s e c m p ( c o n s t c h a r * s , c o n s t c h a r * s , s i z e _ t l e n ) { u n s i g n e d c h a r c , c ; i f ( ! l e n ) r e t u r n ; do { c = * s ++; c = * s ++; i f ( ! c | | ! c ) b reak ; i f ( c == c ) c o n t i n u e ; c = t o l o w e r ( c ) ; c = t o l o w e r ( c ) ; i f ( c != c ) break ; } w h i l e (−− l e n ) ; r e t u r n ( i n t ) c − ( i n t ) c ; } Listing . from Linux . , lib/string.c
Here in lines and the modulo integer model would be suitable as the cast from char to unsigned char may overflow and this is in line with the intention of the programmer. However we would also like a potential overflow to be detected if we accidentally change the return type of the function to char. So the defensive integer model is suitable to model the subtraction in line .
To support such fine-grained integer model selection, we implemented an extension to the ACSL specification language with modulo arithmetic annotations. The following new modulo arithmetic annotations were introduced: -for arithmetic operations: +/*@%*/, -/*@%*/, */*@%*/, ... -for compound assignments: +=/*@%*/, -=/*@%*/, /=/*@%*/, ... -for prefix and postfix operators: ++/*@%*/, --/*@%*/ -for explicit casts: (unsigned char)/*@%*/, ... -for modulo arithmetic in logic: +%, -%, *%, ...
The integer model used to model both defensive (the default) and modulo arithmetic operations is a combined one. In this model, bounded integers are modeled as bitvectors with two injection/projection functions to/from the mathematical unbounded integers.
Let's illustrate the encoding employed by the model on a sample arithmetic operation +, a bitwise operation &, a relation <, and a sample bounded integer type bint (with injection function to_int). The operation + in logic is encoded simply as integer addition and has type int × int → int. The operation +% in logic is encoded as bitvector addition and has type bint × bint → bint. It is also augmented with axioms relating the operation to +, e. g., ∀ , : bint. in_bounds
The operation & in logic is encoded as bitwise conjunction with the same type as +%. The relation < in logic is encoded as either bitwise or integer relation depending on the type of arguments. The bitwise relations is augmented with an axiom relating it to the integer one. The operation + in code is encoded as an abstract operation (val in Why ML) on bitvectors with precondition requiring in_bounds(to_int( ) + to_int( )) end ensuring two postconditions: result = +% and to_int(result) = to_int( ) + to_int( ). The operation +/*@%*/ in code is also encoded as an abstract operation with no precondition and two postconditions: result = +% and to_int(result) = norm(to_int( ) + to_int( )), where norm stands for an expression for range normalization involving axiomatization of modulo arithmetic. The operation & in code is an abstract operation with a straightforward postcondition result = & . Finally, the predicate < in code is an abstract operation with two postconditions result ⇐⇒ < and result ⇐⇒ to_int( ) < to_int( ). Other operations are represented similarly.
This encoding enables construction of more expressive and predictable models while avoiding direct use of any interpretation for function to_int, which usually can't be efficiently handled by the solvers. On the other hand, the use of quantified axioms significantly reduces both predictability and performance of the solvers. This can be potentially addressed by either adding some preliminary instantiation step or implementing similar support for the necessary operations as an SMT theory directly in the solver (by converting axioms into inference rules of the theory).
Lastly, let's demonstrate some practical capabilities of this integer model, even in the naive implementation, with an example proof of a bit-twiddling trick for computing average of two unsigned integers:
//@ e n s u r e s \ r e s u l t ≡ ( a + b ) / ; u n s i g n e d a v e r a g e ( u n s i g n e d a , u n s i g n e d b ) { / * @ g h o s t u n s i g n e d l o n g l o n g r e s u l t = ( a^b ) + ( ( u n s i g n e d l o n g l o n g ) ( a & b ) << ULL ) ; * / / * @ g h o s t u n s i g n e d l o n g l o n g r e s u l t = ( u n s i g n e d l o n g l o n g ) a + b ; * / //@ a s s e r t r e s u l t ≡ r e s u l t ; r e t u r n ( a & b ) + ( ( a^b ) >> U ) ; } Here the expressions in the ghost code trigger succinct instantiation of necessary lemmas relating bitwise and integer interpretations of bounded integers (through the double post-conditions of the corresponding Why operations).
The use of such a combined model and the introduction of new fine-grained modulo arithmetic annotations allowed us to significantly simplify the specification and verification of many functions included in this study.
Formal Specifications
We were guided by several techniques in the development of specifications: the use of excessive specifications (explicit specifications and specifications that establish the correspondence with a logical function), the development of specifications based on source code, and the context of function calls.
The results described in [ ] show that the development of a function contract, based exclusively on documentation is difficult: almost always, at the proof stage we have to rewrite the specification based on the source code. This approach is also explained by the fact that in this work we develop specifications on the complete code. Linux code is not written in accordance with a certain set of formal specifications. Also, the kernel does not have documentation for a lot of functions. We intentionally did not follow the standard documentation (man pages) for such functions, since their implementation in the kernel can differ from the others (for example, from implementation in the standard library), and the documentation is incomplete and may contain inaccuracies [ ].
/ * @ p r e d i c a t e v a l i d _ s t r n ( c h a r * s , s i z e _ t c n t ) = ( ∃ s i z e _ t n ; n<c n t ∧ s [ n ] ≡ ' \ ' ∧ \ v a l i d ( s + ( . . n ) ) ) ∨ \ v a l i d ( s + ( . . c n t ) ) ; r e q u i r e s v a l i d _ s t r n ( s , c n t ) ; a s s i g n s \ n o t h i n g ; e n s u r e s \ r e s u l t ≡ s t r n l e n ( s , c n t ) ; b e h a v i o r n u l l _ b y t e : assumes ∃ Z i ; assumes ∀ Z i ; ≤ i ≤ c n t ⇒ s [ i ] ̸ ≡ ' \ ' ; e n s u r e s \ r e s u l t ≡ c n t ; c o m p l e t e b e h a v i o r s ; d i s j o i n t b e h a v i o r s ; * / s i z e _ t s t r n l e n ( c o n s t c h a r * s , s i z e _ t c n t ) ;
Listing . strnlen contract
Following this approach, the specifications for some functions have a slightly more detailed view. For example, for strn* functions (see Listings and ) we do not require the presence of the string's end marker. In the strnlen's precondition (see Listing ), it is assumed that the string should be valid until the minimum of the string's length (if there is one) and the second argument of the function strnlen. The return value is explicitly specified in the postcondition. In the strncmp case (see Listing ), there are also no restrictions on the fact that the input strings must contain a zero byte. This leads to the point where it is necessary to explicitly describe the behavior of the function when the input strings with end markers differ in length. We tried to maximally weaken the preconditions and strengthen the postcondition in order to test the instruments of deductive verification, the expressiveness of the ACSL language, and the capabilities of solvers.
/ * @ r e q u i r e s v a l i d _ s t r n ( cs , c n t ) ∧ v a l i d _ s t r n ( ct , c n t ) ; a s s i g n s \ n o t h i n g ; e n s u r e s \ r e s u l t ≡ − ∨ \ r e s u l t ≡ ∨ \ r e s u l t ≡ ; b e h a v i o r e q u a l : assumes c n t ≡ ∨ ( c n t > ∧ ( ∀ Z i ; ≤ i <s t r n l e n ( cs , c n t ) ⇒ ( c s [ i ] ≡ c t [ i ] ) ) ∧ s t r n l e n ( cs , c n t ) ≡ s t r n l e n ( ct , c n t ) ) ; e n s u r e s \ r e s u l t ≡ ; b e h a v i o r l e n _ d i f f : assumes c n t > ; assumes ∀ Z i ; ≤ i <min ( s t r n l e n ( cs , c n t ) , s t r n l e n ( ct , c n t ) ) ⇒ c s [ i ] ≡ c t [ i ] ; assumes s t r n l e n ( cs , c n t ) ̸ ≡ s t r n l e n ( ct , c n t ) ; e n s u r e s s t r n l e n ( cs , c n t )< s t r n l e n ( ct , c n t ) ⇒ \ r e s u l t ≡ − ; e n s u r e s s t r n l e n ( cs , c n t )> s t r n l e n ( ct , c n t ) ⇒ \ r e s u l t ≡ ; b e h a v i o r not_equal : assumes c n t > ; assumes ∃ Z i ; ≤ i <s t r n l e n ( cs , c n t ) ∧ c s [ i ] != c t [ i ] ; e n s u r e s ∃ Z i ; ≤ i <s t r n l e n ( cs , c n t )
? \ r e s u l t ≡ − : \ r e s u l t ≡ ) ; c o m p l e t e b e h a v i o r s ; d i s j o i n t b e h a v i o r s ; * / i n t strncmp ( c o n s t c h a r * cs , c o n s t c h a r * ct , s i z e _ t c n t ) ; Listing . strncmp contract .
Logic Functions
The specifications are redundant for some functions. In fact, they describe a function's behavior in two different ways. For example, strlen specification consists of the usual functional requirements and the requirement for the correspondence between the returned value and the logical function. This approach is motivated by the fact that the logic function strlen is convenient to use in specifications of other functions, e. g., strcmp (and a logical function that describes the behavior of the function strcmp -when describing the functional requirements for strcpy). All the basic properties of logic functions are specified by means of axioms and lemmas. The lemmas were not proved at the first stage presented in this paper only contradiction checks were performed . However, such specifications do not suit all situations. For example, in the general case, they cannot be translated by E-ACSL [ ] as executable specifications. Therefore, for functions with an associated logical function, the "usual" specifications were also developed.
A logical function can be associated with a C function (one-to-one) only if the last one is "pure". A logical function is useful for developing specifications of other C-functions. For example, in postconditions of memcpy, you can express the equality of src and dest by calling the memcmp logical function.
Open Issues
At the specification level, the authors faced many problems related to significant inaccuracies in the modeling of pointer operations, as well as the insufficient level of ACSL language support by the tools.
Thus, for the memmove function, there is the VC, which states that the dest and src pointers should lie in the same allocated memory block. This is necessary in order for the result of their comparison to be determined by the standard [ ].
Recall how the memmove function works: it copies a memory area of n bytes from the src address to dst, provided that the two memory regions can either overlap or be disjoint. To implement the latter condition, the function performs an ordinal comparison of the dest and src. In that case, if dest is located before src the byte-by-byte copy from the beginning of src is performed (thus, if the regions overlap, already copied part will be overwritten); if dest is located after src, then copying is performed starting at the end of the src memory region.
The memory model implemented in AstraVer plugin allows arithmetic operations on pointers (in memmove this is a comparison implemented through the difference between pointers) only when the pointers belong to the same allocated memory block. For memmove, this is not necessarily the case. If we state in the specification contract that src and dest may belong to different allocated memory blocks, then it is impossible to prove the VC that states that they should belong to the same memory block. The unproved VC is reflected in the results (Table ) . Although comparison of pointers to different memory blocks is the undefined behavior in ACSI C, the comparison can be made defined by casting the pointers to the corresponding underlying integral type. Yet adding such casts is in odds with the goal of the presented work (verifying the functions without modifications) and also not currently supported by the AstraVer plugin.
The strcat function concatenates two strings by appending the src to the dest. To do this, the end of the dest string is determined first. Then the src string is copied in the same way as in strcpy. In order to prove the VCs that state the safety of memory operations in this function, it was enough to require the validity of the strings src and dest and sufficient memory behind the end of dest to accommodate the contents of src. However, proving the functional correctness of
Since then we proved all the lemmas using techniques of auto-active verifivation [ , ] the implementation, it was revealed that it is necessary to formulate an additional requirement stating that the sum of the string's lengths fits the size_t type. The function is implemented through the pointers iteration. Therefore, the ability to prove the memory operation safety without the last requirement in the function means that the AstraVer memory model does not take into account the possibility of pointer overflow.
It was required to change the code of two functions to prove their correctness. Despite the fact that we want to minimize code changes, in two cases we cannot fully prove correctness without code modification. The functions memset and strcmp use the implicit type cast with overflow. memset casts int to char, and strcmp casts implicitly char to unsigned char. To mark these overflows as intentional it was required to make the casts explicit. Our ACSL extension with modulo arithmetic annotations still lacks the corresponding construction (e. g., /*@(unsigned int %)*/) for implicit casts.
At the specification level, tools do not support the use of predicates in definitions of logical functions or predicates as first arguments of the ternary operator in lemmas and axioms. Because of this, it is sometimes difficult to give an explicit definition of a logical function, and we have to use an axiomatic (implicit) definition. This drawback prevents the explicit definition of the logical functions for skip_spaces, strcspn, strpbrk, and strspn.
Functions from the file ctype.h (isspace, isdigit, isalnum, isgraph, islower, ...) are defined as macros that operate on the array _ctype of bytes, which specifies the belonging of each character to a particular class. To simplify the verification task, these macros have been replaced by inline functions: verification tools do not allow the writing of specifications for macros, only for functions. The _ctype array was redefined as a string (string initialization is translated into model axioms) because the global array initialization is not translated into the WhyML model. However, it was not possible to prove the correspondence of functions from the ctype.h file to their specifications even after the described transformations: solvers cannot cope with the proof when the model has an axiomatic definition of the _ctype array characters long.
Evaluation of Solvers
AstraVer translates Frama-C's internal representation into the program model in WhyML [ ], based on the memory model and semantics of operations with integers. The Why tool generates VCs for a WhyML program and converts them into an input for solvers. Why supports a number of solvers, such as Alt-Ergo, CVC , CVC , Z , Spass, EProver, Simplify and others. Why also supports transformations of VCs, for example, splitting conjunctions into separate conditions. Alt-Ergo ( . ) and CVC ( . ) SMT solvers are able to discharge all VCs generated (except for the one for memmove). However, it is interesting to evaluate other solvers on the given benchmark. For that purpose we conduct an experiment using the following system configuration: CPU -AMD FX-(Eight-Core Processor), RAM -GB, time limitseconds, memory limit -MB, OS -GNU/Linux (kernel: . . (smp preempt) x _ ), software (from AstraVer repository): Why ( . . +git), Frama-C (Silicon-), Jessie (alpha ).
VC transformation strategy
To put all solvers in similar conditions all VCs were transformed by Why using the following strategy:
. Split goal by conjuncts (split_goal_wp) repeatedly until fixed point.
. Inline definition of all logical symbols (inline_all). . Split goal by conjuncts (split_goal_wp) repeatedly until fixed point. . Skolemize goal (introduce_premises).
If there are many predicates with long dependency chains, the inline_all transformation makes the work of the solvers more difficult. This is not the case for the given benchmark and experiments have shown the positive impact of this transformation. The addition of introduce_premises transformation also comes from preliminary experiments demonstrating that solvers work better with formulas of the form ( )∧¬ ( ) than with ones of the form ¬∀ . ( ) =⇒ ( ). Otherwise, the strategy tries to split the VC into the smallest possible conjuncts.
During the development of specifications, the strategy is not applied by default. Only some of the transformations are applied if solvers fail to discharge VCs by themselves. 
. Statistics
Table presents the results of the evaluation. The first column contains the target function name the second one includes the number of VCs generated (safety and behavioral) after application of the transformation strategy. The rest of the table presents solver statistics: the amount of discharged VCs and the average time for successful runs.
The symbol marks cases when a solver proved all VCs for the corresponding function. Maximal numbers of discharged VCs are highlighted in green. Minimal VC counts are highlighted by red. The minimal average time is highlighted in cyan, the maximal average time is highlighted in brown.
. Discussion
All VCs except one for memmove are successfully discharged by at least one of the solvers. The best result was achieved by Alt-Ergo and CVC . This is expected as those solvers were most extensively used during the development and testing of the toolset.
CVC . discharged the greatest number of VCs, while Z required the smallest amount of time. This can be partially explained by the fact that we counted only successful proof attempts. Z was able to prove fewer VCs than Alt-Ergo or CVC .
Table presents maximal solving times for successful proof attempts and counts of unique proofs, i. e., VCs that were only discharged by one of the solvers.
Conclusion
This paper presents results from the development and evaluation of a deductive verification benchmark consisting of unmodified Linux kernel library functions implementing conventional memory and string operations. Formal contracts of the functions were extracted from their source code and were represented in the form of preconditions and postconditions. The benchmark detected a number of problems with existing deductive verification toolchains. Some of the issues required only fixes in the tools, some of them led to the design of proposals to extend ACSL language, others were left open.
For example, two newly proposed ACSL constructs allowed us to successfully proof more functions without modification of their source code. With these extensions, the authors have successfully and fully proved the correctness of functions. Another functions were proved after a minor modification of their source code, while the final one cannot be completely proved using existing memory model. Specifications of the benchmark contain ≈ . times as many lines as the source code of the library functions.
The source code of the benchmark and proof protocols are publicly available together with instructions describing how to reproduce the results [ ]. The benchmark can be used for the testing and evaluation of deductive verification tools and the starting point for verifying other parts of Linux kernel. A possible next step is to extend the benchmark with other library functions (e. g., bitwise operations).
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